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The Regional Conference on Museum and Cultural Heritage Documentation 
(RECOMDOC '92) is another consequence of the amazing events in Eastern Europe that 
occurred at the end of the 1980s. Few Westemers are aware of the fact that earlier, such a 
conference, i.e., within the Eastern Bloc, was practically impossible. The Iron Curtain 
between East and West obscured the (more rugged, maybe) Iron Curtains between Eastern 
countries. 

This is an additional reason to be happy to see this conference take place. 

The topic of RECOMDOC '92 is important. We think that a good heritage documentation
beside its obvious function of disseminating knowledge-is essential for the very protection 
of a nation's heritage. So, we felt that it would be interesting for all the countries in the 
region. 

Before the conference 1 had the impression-which proved to be rather năive-that we (i.e., 
the Eastem countries) would tind ways to cooperate on the spot. It seems that it is not so 
simple; we need more time, communication, and reflection to do that. Of course, we have 
common problems, many cultural interferences, and similar means. So, there is a basis-and 
a clear need-for cooperation. Moreover, we have to catch up with the West in many 
respects. And, as this conference proves, there are many Westemers willing to help. 

Even before RECOMDOC began, we discovered one of our main common problems: the 
shortage of funds. Thus, unfortunately, people from only six (out of the nine announced) 
countries managed to attend. 

The support that our Ministry provided for the organisation of this conference was vital, and 
1 am grateful to many people within the Ministry. 1 want to thank then the Museums and 
Collections Commission which-despite the difficulties-provided encouragement and 
financial support. Many thanks are due to our Westem guests whose interest and 
encouragement gave us much-needed confidence. In this respect, we felt a strong support 
from CIDOCIICOM; most of its executives were present at RECOMDOC. 

1 wish to especially thank the Getty Art History Information Program (AHIP) for its 
contribution to the conference. AHIP is an active participant in the development of art 
information standards by means of such projects as the Art and Architecture Thesaurus 
(AAT), the Union List of Artist Names (ULAN), and the Thesaurus of Art Historical Place 
Names (TAP). AHIP also plays a catalytic role by bringing together organizations or projects 
that are ready to address common art information management issues, thereby making the 
community aware of critica! issues in automation and, where possible, developing consensus. 
To that end, AHIP's support of this conference, its presentation of the workshops offered at 
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this conference, and assistance in the publication of the conference proceedings are greatly 
appreciated. 

Last but not least, I want to thank my colleagues at CIMEC. They performed well in these 
unusual circumstances, and I discovered many hidden qualities in them. 

I hope that RECOMDOC '92 will prove useful and that it is only a beginning. 
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